NATURAL HAZARDS

Global growth of earthquake early warning
Public-private partnerships provide a method for vastly expanding sensor networks
By Richard M. Allen1,2 and Marc Stogaitis2
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Algorithms to characterize the earthquake
source must process large volumes of data
bservations of physical Earth proin real-time to determine when and where
cesses used to be the exclusive
an alert should be issued. Then, the alert
domain of governmental agenmust be delivered to the affected area. This
cies. In the United States, NASA
process must all happen within a few secsatellites observe surface changes,
onds if the alerts are to be useful. These
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
challenges slowed the implementation of
Administration buoys monitor the ocean
EEW globally.
and the atmosphere, and US Geological
After the implementation in Mexico City,
Survey (USGS) seismometers detect earthit took 16 years before the next public sysquakes, allowing scientists to tackle questem was implemented in Japan in 2007.
tions that were unimaginable before these
Another decade passed until the Taiwan and
observational networks were built. Today,
South Korea systems were implemented,
much larger observational networks exist
bringing the total population with access to
in the private sector that could also be haralerts to just over 210 million by 2018. Next
nessed to study Earth processes and reduce
came the 2019 public launch of ShakeAlert,
the impact of natural hazards. The develproviding EEW to the 40 million occupants
opment of public-private partnerships is
of California. The state also adopted the
therefore increasingly key for Earth scienMyShake smartphone app that both delivtists to use the complete observational dataers alerts and records earthquake shaking
set needed to answer fundamental scientific
(2). ShakeAlert extended into Oregon and
questions and solve societal challenges.
Washington in early 2021, bringing the toThe recent rapid growth of earthquake
tal global population with access to EEW to
early warning (EEW) globally (see the first
260 million people (see the second figure).
All of these systems use traditional
seismic networks that are mostly
operated by governmental and
Global distribution of earthquake shaking and early warning systems
academic institutions with fixed
Earthquake early warning (EEW) systems are important for regions likely to have damaging earthquakes. Each circle shows
and dedicated sensors. The accelthe approximate shaking regions for magnitude 6.5 and larger earthquakes. The pink regions are where shaking is felt, and the
erating expansion of these systems
red regions are where shaking causes damage. The current geographic distribution of EEW are highlighted in blue and green,
continues, with testing underway
with green areas entirely depending on Android Earthquake Alerts. Japan, Mexico, South Korea, and Taiwan have systems that
for a public system across much of
use permanent seismic networks. The western US states have ShakeAlert, which initially sent alerts using wireless emergency
alerts, MyShake, and other apps, but they now also have alerts delivered through Android Earthquake Alerts.
China and Israel. The alerting algorithms used are often the product of international seismological
Major earthquake locations
Early warning alerts
collaboration [for example, (3–6)].
5+ shaking intensity 3+ shaking intensity
Other
Android
In 2020, Google launched the
Android Earthquake Alerts system.
Initially, in a public-private partnership with the USGS, it delivered
ShakeAlert messages to all Android
phones in California. Then in 2021,
it started delivering alerts to New
Zealand and Greece. Later in the
year, Turkey, the Philippines and
central Asia were added. Building
on the MyShake model (7, 8), alerts
in these countries are made possible by using the accelerometers
in private Android phones to detect the earthquakes and to deliver
alerts. The addition of the Android
system has added another 150 million early-warning users in the first
year of operation. More than 400

O

figure) is one example of such a public-private partnership and how a massive observational network in the private sector can
be applied to accelerate the implementation
of a life-saving technology.
EEW uses seismic sensors close to an
earthquake epicenter to rapidly detect an
earthquake and then deliver an alert to
those in harm’s way ahead of the shaking.
Warnings are typically a few seconds, but
can be up to a minute for larger earthquakes,
and are used by individuals and institutions
to reduce the shaking hazard (1). The idea
behind EEW dates back to the 1906 San
Francisco earthquake, with the first implementation in Japan in the 1960s. The first
public alerting system did not arrive until
1991, when an array of seismometers along
the subduction zone coast of Mexico was
used to start providing alerts to Mexico City.
This slow development was due to the
substantial scientific and technical challenges to operating an EEW system. An array of seismic sensors has to be operating in
the earthquake source region continuously.
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million people have access to EEW
repeating observations every few
Global growth of EEW
today. Google has also stated its goal
days. The resulting InSAR images
Mexico implemented an EEW system in 1991. Japan followed with their
to make the Android Earthquake
reveal millimeter-scale deformation
own more than a decade later, with Taiwan, South Korea, and finally the
Alerts system available globally (9),
of Earth’s surface that could be used
United States adding warning capabilities. However, adding Earthquake
which is possible because there are
to study surface deformation such as
Alerts to Android phones almost doubled the number of people with
access to early warning in a very short time frame.
now, for the most part, phones wherlandslides and subsurface fluid flow
ever there are people.
of water and magma. Transoceanic
The rapid expansion of an earlycommunications cables can be used
450M
Android
warning service could potentially
to detect earthquakes (13), as can
United States
save lives. But ongoing human and
dark fiber beneath our cities (14).
South Korea
technical challenges remain: The
Various questions arise about the
350
Taiwan
public must be engaged in effective
longevity of these networks and their
Japan
use of the alerts. Typically, the first
products and about the motivations
Mexico
time a user becomes aware of the
of the for-profit companies that op250
system is when they get their first
erate them. Even in the case of enalert. In that moment, users are overtirely public networks, their longevwhelmingly enthusiastic about this
ity and continued funding require
150
technology as they feel the shaking a
demonstrating value, whether that is
few seconds later. The challenge is in
in terms of risk mitigation or in the
translating that enthusiasm into apdevelopment of private-sector prod50
propriate protective actions (10). This
ucts such as weather information
not only includes individual actions
networks. In the private sector, some
0
for personal safety but also integraamount of value must be delivered
1991 1995
2000
2005
2010
2015
2021
tion of the alert technology into the
back to the owners in exchange for
infrastructure of our lives. Trains already
agencies to deliver alerts. Seismologists
the data collected. Respecting user privacy
slow and stop, and self-driving cars could be
partnered with social scientists to identify
is paramount. Data can be anonymized in
programmed to do so as well. Our increasthe intersection of what is physically possivarious ways, including through the use of
ingly automated homes and offices could also
ble with humanly useful. Emergency mandifferential privacy, aggregated sensor data,
react to reduce risk.
agement agencies are currently funding
and with licensing agreements. But with the
On the technical side, the challenge redual-use scientific-grade sensor networks
right partnership, these networks can promains to ensure the best performance of the
that provide the data for alerts and for revide by orders of magnitude more observawarnings, getting the fastest possible alerts
search into earthquakes and other physical
tions than were available a few years ago,
to the most accurate estimate of the shakEarth processes that will inevitably lead to
and they can be leveraged for research and
ing region. The metamorphosis of researchnew strategies for hazard reduction.
societal good. Such public-private partneroriented seismic networks into public-safety
Including the private sector into these
ships not only provide the data to underinfrastructure has expanded the available
partnerships—to leverage the massive senstand physical Earth processes, they also
datasets. On the US West Coast, the numsor networks they operate for a variety of
provide networks that could speed the deber of observatory-quality seismic stations
purposes—is leading to a paradigm shift.
velopment and delivery of solutions. j
will have almost tripled thanks to the impleIn the case of EEW, it is the adaptation of
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